FUNCTIONAL BEHAVIOR ASSESSMENT AND BEHAVIOR INTERVENTION PLAN CHECKLIST
North Metro GNETS FY15

☐ Operationally Define Behaviors (up to 3, preferably 1 or 2)

☐ Complete 2 FASTS (done by someone other than classroom teacher – ie. Para, social worker, coordinator, parent, etc)

☐ If using ABC Data Tool or Riffel form, create criteria for your student.

☐ Take 10 days of ABC data (using ABC Data Tool, Riffel form, or Catalyst)

☐ If using ABC Data Tool or Riffel form: input data into excel spreadsheet to create graphs

☐ Fill out GNETS Function Behavior Assessment form (use Cheat Sheet to help)

☐ Come up with Hypothesis (if stumped, contact Behavior Specialist or Lead Teacher)

☐ Fill out GNETS Behavior Intervention Plan form (use Cheat Sheet) using function based interventions